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Overview
• Research%question?
– Is there a risk that the greater use of offsets is 

impacting on the application of the mitigation 
hierarchy 

• Data
– Submissions to the Senate Environmental Offsets 

Inquiry
– Offsets%in%practice%in%WA%– case%study



Submissions to the Senate 
Environmental Offsets Inquiry

• Key concerns
– EPBC Act policy encourages hierarchy but silent on 

how
– Some impacts cannot be offset – concern “all bets 

are off”
• Inquiry agreed ‘crown jewels’ need defining up-font
• Government disagreed – case by case argument

– Tenure of offsets given certainty in perpetuity 
• Inquiry agreed 
• Government disagreed – loss of previous offset assessed on 

its merits



Submissions to the Senate 
Environmental Offsets Inquiry

• Key concerns (cont)
– Independent assessment of offsets
– Governance arrangements for offsetting

• Transparent and effective compliance, monitoring and 
enforcement of approved offset 

• An independent agency needs to overview process

– Inadequate timeframes
• Time taken for full restoration and calculation of offset
• Time proponent active and life of offset



Submissions to the Senate 
Environmental Offsets Inquiry

• Concerns (cont)
– Cash payments
• Not like for like
• Buying an approval
• Encourages proponent to cost offsetting vs. avoid 

and reduce

– Soft offsets - securing land for an offset that 
had little chance of being developed anyway

– Conservation efforts prior to offsetting being 
regulated not recognized



Submissions to the Senate 
Environmental Offsets Inquiry

• Concerns
– outcome offset vs prescribed offset
• Potential that outcome is not possible

– Timing of implementation 
• Tied to ‘prior to commencement’

– Retrospective offsetting accounting by 
governments



Summary

• Is the mitigation hierarchy being 
undermined?
– Removal of the ‘no’ - are critical assets now 

being offset;
– Proponent costing the hierarchy?
– Lack of clarity about how to use the hierarchy
– The tenure question – delivering real offsets
– Soft offsets – delivering real offsets





Evolution of offsets in WA

• Early policy
–Offsets considered after question of 

acceptability
– Key position that impacts on critical assets 

not negotiable
–Offsets seen as additionally 
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Current policy

• Offsets assessed as part of proposal
• Not a NNL
• Critical assets only



Case study 3 -
Boddington 
gold mine 
expansion 

(2014)
- accredited 
EPBC Act 

assessment







Key issues

• Footprint of the mine doubled
– an additional 1,755 ha clearing the existing 

clearing was 3,680 ha
• The EPA identified five key environmental 

factors:
– Flora and vegetation; 
– Terrestrial fauna; 
– Hydrological processes; 
– Amenity; and 
– Offsets (Integrating factor). 



EPA assessment

• … the proponent has adequately 
demonstrated how it has avoided and 
minimised impacts to flora and vegetation 
through the design of the proposal and 
associated infrastructure … there remains a 
significant residual impact to … flora and 
vegetation related to the clearing of 1,755 
ha of native vegetation, and an 
environmental offset is necessary to 
counterbalance those impacts… (EPA 2014, 
8)



Acceptable on Flora & 
vegetation

• Provided that
– The extent of vegetation is kept to as 

proposed;
–Weeds and disease species are managed; 

and
– “the proponent offsets the significant residual 

impacts of the proposal to flora and 
vegetation.” (P8) 



Residual Impact defined

• The clearing of the 1,755 ha of native 
vegetation would results in:
– Direct loss of habitat for Carnaby's Cockatoo, 

Forest Red-tailed Black Cockatoo and 
Baudin’s Black Cockatoo;

– Fragmentation of Woylie and Chuditch 
habitat; and

– The loss of 618 ha of forest with significant 
conservation values - State Forest.

• NOT the 1755 ha – just the critical parts



Summary of EPA case study

• Evolved over time
• Suggestion that mitigation hierarchy 

being undermined
• Research opportunity?



Thank%you%for%listening%


